
LUCIA DOMBROVSKÁ´S B.A. THESIS – REVIEW WRITTEN BY THE 

SUPERVISOR 

 

Ms. Dombrovská´s B.A. thesis focuses on the holocaust trauma and its depiction in William 

Styron´s Sophie´s Choice. The thesis is clearly structured and the introductory passages are 

promising indeed: Ms. Dombrovská was able to choose those psychological and 

psychoanalytical notions that she could have built her argument on, and to a certain degree, 

she did that in her own close reading of the given novel.   

 

The are some flaws in her analysis, though. On p. 47, she is providing an example of golem 

figure, which fails to be relevant, though, as it is Stingo (and another house-mate) using that 

word. On p. 49, then, she mentions that „it is interesting that Hoss [sic] is also depicted as a 

depersonalized force“:  why does she consider that „interesting“, and why does she state 

„also“? I would want Ms. Dombrovská to explain her logic here, and develop this argument 

more at least during the oral defense. 

 

More importantly, I think that Ms. Dombrovská has not been able to reach a very persuasive 

conclusion. Rather, she ended up with a few sketchy remarks. She could have, e.g., placed 

Styron´s novel into a larger context of holocaust literature and evaluated his unique 

contribution, she could have discussed Lawrence Langer´s notion of „choiceless choice“ in 

this respect, she could have investigated more the survivor story Styron based his novel on, 

the psychological studies he could have been familiar with and the role of imagination, etc. 

How would she discuss some of these pressing issues?  

 

Finally, I believe I have to comment on Ms. Dombrovská´s English as well. It is highly 

unfortunate that she was not able to edit and proofread her own work more carefully, as there 

are many mistakes in her text that will remain, metaphorically speaking, on the shelf of our 

library. See e.g. p. 11: „other terms“, not „another terms“, „psychological“ not „psychologist“, 

„have“, not „has“, etc, or p. 25, line 6 – this is an utterly confusing sentence. I was urging her 

repeatedly to correct those, or hire a native speaker who would be able to correct things like 

articles and prepositions, but, regrettably, not much was done in this respect. Also, she should 

have united the way she lists the individual authors in the bibliography: she should be using 

their full first names consistently, not just – occasionally – their initials. 

 

This being the case, I feel that Ms. Dombrovská´s B.A. thesis deserves the following grade: 

“dobře“/“good“. The final result, though, depends on the review written by the opponent and 

on Ms. Dombrovská´s performace during the oral defense. 
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